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hoW to Beat
the Bad gUyS
With the number of bogus electronic parts quadrupling since 2009,

America II's Anton Wurr explains how to avoid sourcing from the bad guys 

Everybody seems to have been in the same

tempting situation at least once in the

consumer setting: you are researching the

best deal for the latest electronic gadget

and you end up on a popular auction site

where you find an incredible price

attached to the desired object. It’s exactly

the model you want at a price you can’t

resist. Great feedback on the seller’s

reputation, fast delivery and low-cost

shipping, so you buy it. 

A few months on, the display plays up,

the battery dies just a few minutes after

recharging and before you know it, it’s

given up the ghost. Since the online seller’s

warranty has already passed, you contact the manufacturer

directly, providing the serial number, only to find out it does not

exist. You have purchased a counterfeit electronics device. 

Safety first

For a consumer, buying an electronics product that has a trusted

brand name on the outside, but fake, unreliable components

inside is nothing new. For the OEM, knock on effects include

brand damage, expensive recalls and most worryingly, counterfeit

electronics can actually render end-products highly unsafe.

Estimates vary as to how many components within electronics

inventories are affected by this type of fraud, but some estimates

speculate as high as 20 per cent. 

Unfortunately, the counterfeit electronics industry is flourishing

more than ever. According to HIS iSuppli, reports of counterfeit

electronics parts have soared dramatically

in the last two years, with the number

quadrupling since 2009. In 2011 there

were 1,363 verified counterfeit-part

incidents worldwide, from OEMs to

contract manufacturers, component

suppliers to component buyers.

These numbers represent a fourfold

increase from 324 in 2009 and marked the

first time the reported number of incidents

in a single year exceeded 1,000, a

milestone total that could encompass

millions of purchased parts. 

The figures have fuelled concerns over

which supplier to trust when it comes to

sourcing electronic components with many OEMs wary of rogue

suppliers. Lack of transparency and trust in supply sources is at

the core of buyers’ wariness. So what does that mean for the

providers of electronic components? 

testing times

Due to OEM scepticism, the market for electronics distributors is

tougher than before and buyers expect a guarantee of the

irrefutable authenticity of their products.

One of the most objective, regulated and transparent ways of

proving the authenticity of components, is through third-party

testers. They provide an expert and objective evaluation of a

component, according to all necessary conformance,

performance and industry requirements.

In-house testing really does put a company at the forefront of

the industry, proving that they are taking the issues seriously.

America II, for example, works with Premier Semiconductor

Services, a third party test facility, to ensure thorough,

unambiguous objectivity in the testing process.

In order to ensure the highest possible standard of

counterfeit testing, The Independent Distributors of Electronics

Association (IDEA) has established an inspection standard, the

IDEA STD 1010. This standard is well-recognised within the

electronics industry and works well as a fundamental checklist.

Benchmark standards are key to ensure the authenticity of

electronic components.

The need for universal and agreed testing standards has never

been more urgent and the detailed guidelines of the IDEA STD

1010 give OEMs the reassurance they demand.  This is

especially true when you consider that counterfeiters are

Providing an in-depth inspection of every
part that is in the supply chain is an
impossible task

The IDEA 1010 standard
details 50 inspection-
checks for electronic
components
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getting more sophisticated.

These days, electronic

components can be hidden by

re-taping existing IP. More are

also retrieved from scrap and

sold as new, with components

from discarded computers being

plucked from the board and

illegally re-labelled. 

reliability as standard

The IDEA 1010 standard details

50 inspection-checks for

electronic components, listing

characteristics of good components and examples of quality and

substandard parts. 

There are five different types of visual inspection, which catch

most counterfeit components: part marking, surface (top and

underside), edges, leads, packaging and labels.

Put simply, surface-mark examination looks for telling marks

such as scratches, slight sanding and other minor inconsistencies

that can reveal a wealth about the provenance of a part. In

particular, when examining a part, it’s important to pay attention

to the edges. Crooks often place a black surface over the top of a

component and edge-examination reveals that previous markings

have been sanded off. Lead checks are also simple. Companies

should check the leads for solder or flux and check that nothing is

missing, or look for evidence of burn marks or other heating.

Overall, inspectors run these 50 visual checks on batches of

parts that come from a factory. The checklist in itself only

provides rough guidance however, and experienced staff are

invaluable: Even if a part number marking looks fine at first

glance, if it's not located where the inspector would expect to see

it, warning bells ring and the part gets scrutinised further.  

take a closer look

The use of potential counterfeits can result in grave financial

consequences for the offending companies. Moreover, it poses a

serious threat to human life or national security.

As director, supply chain product marketing at IHS

iSuppli, Rory King, pointed out: “The counterfeit issue

is serious, it's growing and it's a major problem for

electronics makers – especially military and

aerospace companies. The problem has grown

increasingly hard to ignore, as reports of counterfeits

have risen exponentially and most companies lack

the awareness and capability to effectively detect

and mitigate the growing problem.”

Providing an in-depth inspection of every part

that is in the supply chain is an impossible task.

Modern counterfeit testing however, is not about

checking every part. Moreover, the more people

that support independent third party testing and

sign-up to objective industry standards, the higher the chances

to deter savvy counterfeiters. 

While new techniques for testing emerge all the time, there

really is no substitute for the fundamental testing methods.

Anyone with an interest in global electronics value chains must

also gain a good understanding of their vulnerabilities to

counterfeits and to any unproven supply networks or dubiously-

qualified suppliers.

Buy clever

It’s all-too-tempting for OEMs to believe that ‘buying franchise’ is

the only objective mark of quality and reliability they will require,

rather than looking in more depth at the actual testing facilities

and processes of the distributors involved.

In today's market, OEM companies cannot rely on franchise

distribution alone to keep their production lines running. Even

franchise distributors are affected by counterfeits. A January 2010

assessment conducted by the US Department of Commerce

found that 21 per cent of OCMs affected by counterfeit parts

identified authorised distributors as having sold the components.

The message is simple: in-house third-party testing, combined

with rigorous, proven, testing methods, is the best model to

follow and OEMs should look to that fact first.
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There really is no substitute for the

fundamental testing methods




